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SIS Core Applications (Jnn)

SIS
AD – Admissions
AH – Academic History
AR – Accounts Receivable
AS – Fee Assessment
CC – Course Catalog
CM – Communications
CS – Course Schedule
DA – Degree Audit
FL – Facilities
GD – Grades
GP – General Person
OS – Organization Structure
RG – Registration

SAM
FA – Financial Aid
LA – Loan Application Processing
TA – Table, Audit and Data Dist.

Tightly Coupled

DB – Disbursement

DWH (Batch)
IDMSREPL
MSUDATA
AISDB1 Etc.

DWH (RealTime)
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**SIS**
- AD – Admissions
- AH – Academic History
- AR – Accounts Receivable
- AS – Fee Assessment
- CC – Course Catalog
- CM – Communications
- CS – Course Schedule
- DA – Degree Audit
- FL – Facilities
- GD – Grades
- GP – General Person
- OS – Organization Structure
- RG – Registration

**SAM**
- FA – Financial Aid
- LA – Loan Application Processing
- TA – Table, Audit and Data Dist.

**DB – Disbursement**

Tightly Coupled

DWH
(Batch)
- CBC Extracts
- MSUDATA
- AIDOB1 etc.

Tightly Coupled

DWH
(RealTime)
- IDMSREPL
- SISREPL

**SAM**
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**AMS**
- Advance Management System

**RCS**
- Return Check System

**CBS**
- Cashiering Bankruptcy System

**FALS**
- Fees Assessment Load System

**FSlipends**
- Fellowship Stipends

**eGradF**
- eGraduateFellowship

**TuitionCalc**
- Tuition Calculator

**PidMail**
- Pid Mail

**DBS**
- Direct Billing System

**MSUPayments**
- MSUPayments

**MSUPayments**
- MSUPayments
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